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The iw*phofon cxcitition spcctr+of bipbcnyi ad fiuorene in dilute solution have &en m&&i& up to m A-‘. Bo& 
-_ 
v exhibit a medium intense band system in the range 32000~~~1~ cm-‘, and a strong +d ahovc 45000 cm-T_ The 
loarU Frrquenc~ fcaturc is assigned to a & z$nmctry transition in biphcttyl and the corresponding %_ Mtion_in ff&m& ‘. 
=_pdjritaIi&n of the hi&r bands leads to the asignment OF ta-o A s-;ues at 3~XGO’zud 47000 c&-t_- -l-he &i+ OF -A& 
ekcuonica& excited sxatcs of the biphcnyl chromophorc is discus& by simple ckpositc mol&Ic considcmtio~ a~ ~a a~ 
ci’3DO ff dculationr Tk kitter~givc a xtniquantitxivc picture of transit@ ctktgk and ttansition~&obabbiiiti~ for on& 
and t=o-photon jl!ti c.uitatiotu A~compilation OF on&photon spmra and calculations F&n ihe litaatm is i&u&j in 
the arm@% to ptovide a consistent pictwc of the cktronicaUy excited states of the biphcnyichromophoti t$ro-m cm-_t 
1. Illwo* reahzed at this time [lo-13]_ Appropriate semi-em- 
piricaI caIcuIatio~_ to aid the-interpretation of: 
In a recent publication [l] we reported on the two-photon spectra were not yet available_ In ad- 
two-photon absorption (TPA) of .stiIbene in the dition, .-se&I early. spectra of Drucker. and. 
energy range 29000-51000 cm:‘_ Four low-lying -McCIain differed from our more recent and better 
excited states of symmetry A have been detected, resolved spectra [l&16]. Therefor& ye believed a 
of which -at Ieast two had not been ~expected at reinvestigation was justified_ As demonstrated for .~ 
such low energies. Since the low-lying excited A the molecule pair naphthaIene/acenaphthene 1151, 
states in stilbene evolve mainly from -excitations the investigation. of two moIecuIes with. simihir 
beaked ixi the phenyI rings, unustiaIIy low-ly%g chromophores but different symmetry. can be ex: 
A states -are Likely to appear in biphenyL- too-At tremeIy heIpfuI in reaching definite assignments~ 
Ieast some of these states shouId be detectable~in To arrive at- a consistent interpretation- of .the 
TPA due ~to the -seIection r&s appI@g to this 1ow:Iying excited stat-es we compared our experi- 
kind of spectroscopy [2-S]_ - - mental. data with the re&I& of.~caIcuIations &d 
The fmt wide range tw+phototi ~&&-a of bi- with other sp&troscop~~- studies_ The biph&ryi 
phenyl Andy fluorene have been -obtained by chromophore has been treated theoreticaIIy :nu- 
Drucker and McCIain [6-8]_ Begatding the strut- merous times and with a variety of different meth- 
turaI similarity -of these cornpoun&. ‘the conclu- ads [17_43]_ This interest is due in part to the fact 
sions of these .autJtors seem contradictory_ :The$ that. the geometry of biphenyl stronglsi depeitds’oti 
interpretation .did not ‘consid~~~the possible ex- the st&oumlings: In the crystaI, biphenyl is planar 
istence of low-Iying “cov&nt~s*&zs [9] just being‘. at- room temperatures [4&46l :buta-phase u-an@- 
-. I ,. 
.- tionsat 40 and 16 K-have been interpreted:as_due ._ _. 
s &t .&&&f M&_p&&_I&m~ k& B&ph,.&&&. td t&app-e, of slightiy +$ed &niformers 
chcmie. -AbtciIu& kcrphy& A& FaabcrE; D-4300 (+ = 109) [46,&J; Biphenyl’istwisted eund--the .- 
G&dngcn, FRG: :‘. _ : : I: ~_ ._ -._ ._ cemraI C-C-. .bond in -soIution~~(@ ~..2(?“+359) :. 
-- 
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132 B_ Vi&. G Hd~&~cichcr/ Tiiv-phocan specuu~~- ofok bipCu+ chmmophcw .- 
[Z&45.48-50] .and in gas phase (+ = 40”:5O”j Tabk 1 
[S&52]_ The twist a&e Q aIso depends on sub- Symmetries ad pohrizations for oncphoro&(OP) and two- 
stitutios esp&aIIy in the o-position 118~453]_ 
photon cfp) _~ 
z _ uausitionr in biphcnyl and fluorax 
Often, biph&tyI has been treated thec&&aIIy as h 
near& ideaI test case for aII types of composite. 
molecule methods [17.30,X-601. since the spec- 
trum of the subsystem benzene. from which the 
molecule is composed, is bekved to be well under- 
stood_ This is cikusxd in more detail in section 4_ 
in spite of the huge number of theoretical in- 
vestigations which are paraIMed by a similar num- 
ber of experimental studies ]6-8.17.18_24,26,33- 
36.3S-40_53.61-75). the assignment of the one- 
photon allowed transitions still is apparently un- 
der discussion This &cussion continues in part 
because much confusion exists in the literature due 
to assignments based on misquotations or lack of 
information about previous resear& Therefore. 
we include a short review of the most recent 
experimental data (section 5) prior to the presenta- 
tion of our own results (section 4) and the discus- 
sion of possible assignments (section 7) 
tchoiceof coordkate systems 
There is no unique choice of the coordinate 
system for biphenyL Nearly all possibIe labelings 
of the axis have been used_ Careful consideration 
must be given when comparing results from the 
literature We follow the recommendations given 
in ret ]76] as does the majority of authors_ This 
has the disadvantage that corresponding axes are 
labeled differently in biphenyl and fluorene To 
avoid any confusion we use the notation -long- 
and “short” axis poIarized for one-photon transi- 
tion moment directions The axis labeling and the 
relations between irreducible representations in 
different symmetries are summarized in table l_ 
3, Experime&l and cahhtiunal procebs 
Two-photon excitation spectra ((IPES) have 
been obtained with a micrcxomputer controIIed 
spectrometer described in de&I ekewhere [77]_ 
The poka-ization of the Iaser Light alternates be- 
tween Iinear and circuhu from pulse to pulse, thus 
er I 
allou- the determination of the cross sections 
s ii and S,, at virtuahy the same time_ These 
cross sections are not corrected for variations in 
the fIuorescence quantum yield as a function of 
excitation energy. Data obtained from the litera- 
ture [78] indicate that the quantum yieId varies 
only Little with excitation energy for biphenyL The 
two-photon polarization parameter D = S,J8 u* 
which does not depend on the fluorescence quan- 
tum yield, shows very good reproducibility, and 
serves as symmetry indicator [4,5,79]_ The spectral 
range from 30000 to 50000 cm-l was covered 
using thirteen laser dyes_ The sample was a 1 cm 
quartz ceII containing biphenyl of fluorene in 
ethanol solution at room temperature with con- 
centrations ranging from 10-a to lOe3 m_;The 
_spect.ra obtained are shown in fig_ 2 in section 6_ 
We use the results of CNDO/S CI caIcuIations 
as a guideline for interpretation and assigttment of 
the experimentaI spectra_ Within this scheme. we 
calculate excitation energies, -transition momeny 
and two-photon parameters_ In recent appii- 
cations, the latter have been found to be a reIi+bIe 
tool for the assignment of two-photon allowed 
transitions [1.14-161. The calcuhttions are based 
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on the hamiltonian of Del Bene and Jaffe [SO] 
using the fina paramezrization of this method 
[SI] without change However, doubly excited con- 
figurations (DEC) have been included to aaxxmt 
for possible correlation effects. Calculations em- 
ploying only singly excited confi~,ourati0ns (SCI/ 
M) used 60 configurations and the Mataga/ 
Nisbimoto [82] aP_qroximation for CouIdmb Spul- 
sion integrals, as IS standard in CNDO/S_ The 
qkulations including DEC (SDCI/P) used the 
Par&r-Parr formula [83] and included 200 en- 
ergy-selec{ed c+igurations [8$], -- Twc+photon 
parametek have be& calculated a.% previously de- 
scribed [SS] using all eigknvectors of ihe CI prob- 
lem as intermediate states_ Geometries were ob- 
tained from X-ray data [44,47,86] after averaging 
equivalent bond lengths and angles to yield Dzh 
(biphenyl) or C, (fluorene) symmetry_ Twisted 
conformations for biphenyl were approximated 
using ihe same bond Iengths and angies as in the 
planar form. The ksults are shown in table Z& 
4, &cited states .of biphenyl k the composite 
motecuie+xIeI -,:.--- _. 
The a&r&site mokcule or~molec&-in-mole- 
cuks (MI@) -approach [~7&-%0] _is a vah+bte 
tool to discuss the origin of electronicauy excited 
states in Systems a>mpokl from subsystems with 
known elec*Jonic structure__ Its main advantage is 
that it relates the electronically excited states of a 
composite xmem to the eIectr0nicalIy excited states 
of the subsystems from which it is composed, thus 
yielding a nomenclatmr which is independent of 
the details of a specific caktdation in cases where 
the model is applicable- Since it is tbis aspect in 
which u-e are interested, s-e do not deal with more 
s0phisticated versions of the composite molecule 
model introduced to derive more quantitative re- 
sults [30,54~558]. 
If a molecule consists of two identical subsys- 
tems. the composite moIecuIe model is especially 
convenient and biphenyl has served as a paradigm 
in many applications [17,18~30.5+55,57~9]_ In 
the folkming. we give a brief account of the con- 
curring results which neverthekss, often disa_@ee 
in their quautitative detaik If the two subsystems 
do not interact at all, the spectrum of the corn- 
posite system is juSt ?he superposition Of the sub- 
system spectra In the case of two identicai subsys- 
trms, this means that each state of the composite 
systan is at least doubly degenerate An interac- 
tion between the subsystems will fmt remove this 
degeneracy. leading to a symmetrical splitting of 
each zero-0rder state In the exciton approxima- 
tion [57] the interaction is due to the coupling of 
the transition dipole moments. Thus, transitiOnS 
with vanishing ekctric transition dipole moment 
[dipok= forbiddux nansitions (DFT-)] do not split 
in this appnnzimation More detailed a>nsidera- 
tion of the Coulomb interaction between the sub- 
systems and inclusion of resonance interactions 
further affect the splitting and, in the case of DFf, 
intr0duce it The latter splitting can be viewed as a 
result of transition dipoles induced in one subsys- 
tem by the presence of the other_ The splitting 
caused by coulomb and resonance interactions 
can bring states of difFereat origin but of same 
synmexry da5e mgether, resulting in further mix- 
ing and repulsion of these states 
So far* ail states are represented by kavefunc- 
tions amstructed from excitations which are local- 
ized on each subsystem_ However. additional tran- 
sitions are possible invoiving an exchange of elec- 
tr0ns between the subsystems_ These charge ex- 
change (CE) configurations must bc included in 
calculations in order to extract quantitative results. 
For a qualitative d&cussio~~CE amfigurations are 
important only if their energy is comparable to 
that of the l0w-lying local excitations Fortunately, 
in bipheny1 all the CE configurations have energies 
higher than the fmt three singlet excitations in 
benzene [22l_ Consequently they affect the visible 
and near UV spectrum primarily in pushing the 
lower excited states further towards lower energges. 
The various stages of this development arc 
schematically represented in fig I_ Since only 
singlet states are considered, we do not apply a 
multiplicity index together with state symbols_ In 
the exciton approximation, we obtain four pairs of 
excited states for biphenyl (fig lb) from the lowest 
three excited states of benzene (fig la)_ In the 
planar c0nformation, one state of each pair is 
symmetry allowed and the other symmetry forbi- 
dden for one-photon transitions with the ground 
sta:e_ The benzene-L,(&,) state splits into a 5s 
c b c 
and a -s state in fiit order_ The splitting is very 
smaII- due- to the forbidden character of the %,,- 
transition in _t+azene_ For pl+r biphenyl, theory 
predicts the ordering B&C & 131,361, H&ever, 
in the twisted conformations, this order may 
change (311. _ :. 
The L,(Br,) state of benzene splits into a B,, 
and an A, sfate, the latter being higher in enet-gg_- 
The degeneracy of the benzene BA(E,Jstate is 
removed through-the inut&I interaction, with B, 
splitting into As and Bt=, and B, splitting into I&. 
and Bss_ Due to the strongly allowed character of 
the IE;, - lA,, transition in benzene, this split- 
ting is quite latge~and the predicted energetic 
order of the resulting &tes is B,, -z Bs. c-B.,~ -z 
A,_ The exciton splitting brings the two B,, states, 
L,(-) and B,(-) close together, causing further 
mixing and repulsion,~ as indicated in fig_ lc_ In 
spite of this mixing we specify only the leading 
contribution to characterize a given state. The 
order of states shown in fig. lc corresponds to the 
order found from our SDCI/P calculation for 
planar biphenyl (table 2)_ Inspection of the wave- 
functions allowed a unique correlation of the first 
eight excited states to the states derived in the 
framework of the composite moIecuIe model. 
Usually L,, L, and Bab are the local singIet 
excitations considered in an exciton treatment of 
biphenyI_ However, for the application of twc+ 
photon spectroscopy, we wish to include the lowest 
two-photon allowed state of berzene. This state is 
believed to be lE, which has been located some- 
what above the 1E,, state [87j. The IE,, + lA,, 
transition is dipole forbidden in benzene. so only 
induced dipole transition moments contribute to 
the splitting which consequently wiII be very small 
and comparable to the splitting between Lb(+) 
and LJ -)- Four closely spaced states of symme- 
try B,“. B*,* I&, and A,,wiII rest&_ Most IikeIy 
these states wiU be located below the A, state 
evolving from the benzene lE,, state Con@n-a- 
tion interaction ainong the A, states wiII conse- 
quently yield predominant L,, E, and B, char- 
acter for the states 2A,, 3A,, and 4Ak of biphenyi, 
as indicated in fig_ lc_ 
Twisting around the singIe bond changes the 
symmetry of biphenyl from Du, to Dt. transfori 
ming the irreducible representations A,, -BssV BrU, 
ik-rd B_= of D& into A, I3& B, and I$ of. D&As 
long as only zr * excitations -are considered;’ no : 
new coupling- between the ezk+d &es <of. bi-_ 
phenyl is‘ introduced tin twisti& I&&&, ‘the 
splitting predictedby the exciton model is reduced 
For the L6 and B, states. The. & states of Dziare 
symmetry a.Ilo~ed for one-photon abkorption \?rith 
polarization perpendicular to the long axis of the 
molecule: The symmetry selection r&s and polari_ 
zation characteristics are summarized in table l_ 
5. %mmary of previous investigations 
At this point it is necessary to provide a criticaI 
analysis of the present knowledge on excited states 
of biphenyl and fluorene because, even in very 
recent years, contlicting results have been pub- 
lished and contradicting assignments have been 
proposed_ As far as poksible, we wiII use Suzuki% 
empiricaI band IabeIing scheme [22] in this section 
(compare fig_ 3. section 6). since we only want to 
summa&e experimental facts without being bi- 
ased by theoretical considerations_ A comparison 
of experimental and theoreticaI findings is pre- 
sented in section 7 after discussing the results of 
our two-photon measurements_ 
The existence of two Lb-type transitions in the 
absorption spectrum of biphenyl was aheady in- 
ferred by Platt [88]. Because they are .“hidden” 
under the intense A-band, these bands were called 
H-bands by Suzuki [z]_ Since the A-band (also 
termed “Flit conjugation band” ]lS,UD exhibits a 
strong hypsochromic shift accompanied by consid- 
erable loss in intensity with increasing twist around 
the central C-C bond, the uncovering of a weak 
L,-Iike band can be observed in the solution spec- 
tra of o, o’ktbstituted biphenyls [18,22,24,53]. 
Linear dichroism (LD) measurements on biphenyl 
embedded in stretched polymere sheets [34,35] have 
revealed a very weak short axis polarized contribu- 
tion at the beginning of the A band, but no further 
details about the symmetry of the final state-can 
be obtained from these spectra_ An indication for 
the Hi band is also found in MCD spectra 
[61,69,70]. 
The existence of two hidden transitions (Hl’ 
and H2) Ieading to final states of different symme- 
i36 
Table3 .- 
J5pmbad aialal for biphalyi and fhmrcne Data without rcfcrcncc arc fe the p-t study- TunIxratures arc giwn only if a 
ccnqwxaturc bdow mom tcmpuaturc is SpccziKd in the rcfclznce The &m from cg+d reflection z&ctm an~obtaincd by 
UKmnig Wormatioo_ For dcfmition of symmetries (sym_) and polar&ions (pal.) see table 1. For “?” see text 
ktmgmlmt Biphcnyl FIuorcne 
anpiricai &is work &E phase or _sohue EEL SyIn poL bE phase or SoIute ref. sym pl 
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try was first inferred by Coffman tid McClure 
1171 from low-temperature spectra -of a Single 
crystal_ The assignment of the lower of these two 
transitions (Hl) to l%r t lA, was finally estab- 
lished by HFhstrassex and Sung [71] who studied 
the angular dependence of the tw+photon absorp- 
tion_ In the crystal, the O-O transition (excitation 
energges and references are collec:ed in table 3) 
was found to be electric dipole_ forbidden but 
magnetic dipoIe allowed for one-photon processes 
[67]_ This result was questioned vtly by 
Wakayama [75] who, as a result of the new fmd- 
ings on the crystal structure [46,47J. assigned the 
appearance of the O-O transition to the presence of 
non-planar molecules. -In n-heptane matrix the 
O-O transition is no longer electric dipole forbi- 
dden [67]. From the changes in. dipole. selection 
rules between planar and non-planar conforma- 
tions (tabk 1). it was conciuded that biphenyl is 
not planar in the matrix- Similar results have been 
found in an arg& m&x as substrate [49,?3]. 
Recently it has b&n argued, that fhe “sharp” 
spectra obtained. fkom the matrix ~investigati@ 
are due to mainly planar molecuks and- therefore 
contain no information on the twisted species [73]_ 
The polarizati?n of the origin of the second transi- 
tion (H2) is in accordance to a fii &_U state-[67]. 
The O-O transition of the H2-band is not observed 
in the two-photon spectrum :k agreement with the 
selection rules for twephoton transitions 1711. At 
33754 cm-‘, a relatively strong long axis .(B,,) 
polarized band is observed in the crystal spectrum 
[67]_ It was interpreted as a: false origin resulting 
from a 626 cm-’ h,, vibration.coup+g to the 0-O 
transition of lqs+ fAr_ -Most ~likely it :% this 
transition which more recently was attributed as 
the long axis polarized O-O transition of the crystal 
spectrum [72]. Strong coupling to vibrations which 
introduce overall B,, symmetry is also found in a& 
ethanbl glass tiher? most. of the fluorescen& is 
long axis polarized I24J. 
~The OPA spectrum of fiuorene differs from that 
of biphenyl insofar as two bands are observed 
between 33000 and 45CKKJ cm;‘, with both show- 
ing vibraiional fine structure_ The O-O trakition m- 
of the fiii band is well resolved in Vapor, solution 
and cry+ -The transition is one- and two-photon 
allowed 1741; -the transition moment. is- oriented 
peel to t+e iong axis 134,351. Both observatio,ns 
. . agree with a & .&gsGnent of the .tial state, 
which in turn dates the first band of fluorene to 
the. Hliband of biphenyL The relatively high one- 
photon intensity of this band has been attributed 
to strong mixing between transitions HI and A. 
since both IxKong to the irreducibIe representation 
&_ in C, [24]. From this it has been concluded 
(241 that the t-band structnre found in fIuotene 
and aho in 9;1O-dihydrophenanthrcne shouid not 
be present in 4,5,9,10_tetrahydropyren~ since a 
mixing between Hl and A is not possible in Dt- 
Indeed this was observed by Yoshinaga et aL [35]. 
who apparentIy were unawxe of the eat-her pro- 
posaL Some short axis pohuized intensity has been 
found in the singIe crystal _~~+cua around 35500 
cm-’ [33.&I]. This corresponds to a shahow 
minimum at 3600 cm-t in the fluorescence 
pohxrization studied in ethanol g&s at 77 K [24] 
and to the onset of a more diffuse absorption in 
gas phase (631. In the MCD spectrum [69] strong 
indications arc observed for an independent ekc- 
tronic transition at = 35700 cm-r_ Taken to- 
gether. these findings indicate *that the onset of the 
H2 band in fluorene is bcated somewhere between 
350 and 36fKIO cm-r_ A weak short axis polarized 
absorption at the Iow-energy side of the O-O tran- 
sition of HI has been reported [35] for the stretched 
sheet LD spectra_ However no such absorption 
has been seen in any of the other measurements_ 
The A band is Found to be long axis poIarized 
in biphenyl as weII as in fhxorene [33-35&I]. A 
short axis poIarized band was proposed to underhe 
the A band from two stretched sheet LD studies 
[34$= The existence of such a fimher band bad 
been assumes3 earlier because of the great band- 
width (651s This band was reported to be stronSer 
in biphenyi (max 40500 cm-‘) than in fhtorene 
(mart_ 37500 cm-r)_ It was interpreted as the short 
axts pohtnzed, eketric dipole aIIow_ed H2 ban& 
disreggg the information discuz& above on 
the origin of this band No indications for the 
existence of a short axis pohrized band underlying 
the A band have been found in the crystal spectra 
f33.641 or in fIuorescence anisotropy studies [24,26]_ 
We therefore believe that the short axis poIarized 
band Found in refs [34,35l resuhs from the as- 
sumption of equal orientation factors K, and K, 
For biphenyi and fIuorene_ At least for poIyethyI- 
ene sheets these two factors differ considerably in 
the case of fhzorcne (K, = 0.14, KY = 0.26) [SS]. 
The second band system of biphenyI, sttg at 
=45000 cm-’ consists qf at least two bands (B 
and C)_ These two bands seem to nearIy coincide 
in the Free moIecnIe !72] but they ake weII sep- 
arated in .$ectra taken From crystaIs (721 or witha 
polymer as substmte [34,35]_ Flnorescence aniso- 
tropy studies showed [24] that at k&t the_onset of 
the B band is poIarized perpendicuIar to the A 
band. This fmding was conIirmed by all later work 
[263435.72] which aIs& provided evidence for a 
long axis polarization df band C [26,34,72]_ Bands 
B and C seem to become more equaIIy pohuized 
when -&e twist a&e 9 is .increased through 
o.o’-substitution [26] in accordance with our earIier 
proposal t241. 
For fIuorene, the situation with respect to the 
second band system is more compiex- Some struc- 
ture is observed at the Iow-energy onset of a broad 
structureIess band which compares quite we11 with 
the B, C band of biphenyl We IabeI these two 
structures as X and Y (frg 3, section 6) From 
fluxescence anisotropy studies we know that while 
X is still Iong axis pohui.zcd, the polarization 
changes in the vicinity of Y [24]_ This has been 
confiied by LD measurem ents on stretched 
sheets [34.35] and sin&e crystals [33]_ From one of 
the stretched sheet investigations [34] and indepen- 
dently From the aystai spectra [33l, it was con- 
cluded that the first part (band B) of the broad 
structnrekss absorption between 46000 and SOOSO 
cm-‘isshortaxispo1arizedandthesecondpart 
(baud C) is long axis poIarizcd. Thus, for B and C 
the findings are the same as for biphenyl 
McLaughlin and Clark [72] have measured the 
vapor spectrum of biphenyl up to 70000 cm-t_ TO 
obtain information~ on the pohuization of the 
VUV-bands they aho investigated crystal reflec- 
tion spectra_ Their fmdings are as Follows: a short 
axis poIarized band (f=O.lO) with maximum 
(vapor) at 57300 cm-‘, a strong Iong axis pokrized 
band at 61800 cm-’ (f= O-67)-- and a further weak 
short axis pohtrized band at 67000 cm-’ (I= 0.07) 
-Tanaka [33] has studied the crystaI refkction spec- 
tra of fhiorene up to = 54000 cm-!. He identified 
a Fnrtter long axis poIarized.band with‘ maximum 
at 52600 cm-i and a short axis polarized band at 
=_5400[)cm-I_ .. 
Information. on additional low-lying -&xc&d 
states, especiahy those related to As. states of 
B. L&k. G_ Xcahbufdur /- Tw-& photon speugscojy of fie t&&i cIzr&&~hore ‘.- i .._ ’ : :- ?39_ I 
L _’ -_ .‘. 2 : , _-, ~-. 
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dectronic ime of symmetry A or to vibronic 
perturbation of one of the Ioxvxr lying B states- At 
least one A state is observed above 43009 cm-‘_ 
For ffuorenz’defiite assignments for an -4, state 
at =3sOaOcm- 1 and again at Ieast one A, state 
above 4Lynlo cm-’ ax made- From a pronounced 
minimum in B at 35700 cm-’ it is conduded that 
the origin of the Hz-band is direcdy observed in 
the TPES- 
For point groups Da. D2 (biphenyI) and C% 
(ffuorene) aII twephoton transitions witt B sym- 
metry have vanishing diagonal ekments of the 
tu-o-photon transition tensor_ -I-he twc-photon 
polarization Q which generally can lie betwzen 0 
and l-5 is therefore 15 for aII these transitions- 
For transitions which have A symmetries. B has 
often values around 2/X a vaIue expected if a 
singIe diagonal ekment of the tensor dominates- 
For planar bipheny1 (D,), selection rules for one- 
and two-photon transitions are mutuaIIy exdusive 
due to the presence of a center of symmetr--- Since 
the deviation from planarity is not too large for 
biphenyl in solution, we expect the one-photon 
allowed transition still to be H& in TPA and vice 
versa_ 
Our two-photon spectra are shown in fig- 2_ For 
comparison with the OPA spectra the TPEs are 
ako induded in fig- 3_ The owzraII features of our 
spectra are in good agreement with the earkr 
measurements of Drucker and McCIain [6,71_ We 
cannot. howexrW reproduce the strong variations 
in 3 found by these au&k in the fii part 
(33oOc-3700@ cm-‘> of the Ikorene spectrum in 
spite of the fact that the vibrational structure seen 
in6 n is better resolved in our spectrum 
-I-he fit band system in the TPES of bipheny1 
(32tXl042m cm-‘) shows a distinct substruc- 
ture: a ver)- weak shouIder startiq at =33000 
cm-‘. a shakw maximumat356OOcm-‘*asharp 
maximum at 38000 cm-t. and another shoulder at 
= 4OtKlO cm-l_ These four structures are iabekd 
a, b. c and d in fis 2 -I-he twephoton poIa.rktion 
parameter 22 starts tith a value dose to the the 
reticaI upper knit 15 in the region of structure a 
BC 
: 
I 
Fs 3. Ox-photon absorption (- ) ad ts7&xoxl aci- 
mt&J (______ ) spectra for bipknyi (top) and fiuorcnc @or- 
tom) in ethanol at mom tempuaturc 46 n in arbitrary uniU. 
----- OPA for biphaqi in light petroleum at mom tanpaa- 
turc[SQ.---OPAforflummc inhcptancatraomtanpcr- 
a- LW- 
and reaches .a value of f O-7 in:& -vicinity -of 
maximum c. For the remainderof the spectrum, 8 
stays between 0.65 and 0.8 indi&iug that c aud h 
and -till that is seen of the .sccond band system 
must be related ‘to fmaI states of symm&ry A_ 
Corrcspondingiy; structure a must result from a 
Final state of symmetry B_ In the region of b, Q 
drops from = l-4 to 03. indicating either an over- 
lap of a transition of synketry B with a transition 
of symuietry A or viironic coupling between the 
transitions responsibIe For a and c. The maximum 
of the first strong band in the one-photon spec- 
trum (band A) Ii& at 40900 cm-‘, = 1500 cm-’ 
at higher energies than c_ This and the Fact that 
only transitions to fmaI B states are :one-photon 
allowed in D, strongIy indicate that structures .c 
and d in the TPES do not result from the state 
responsible~ for the A band in the cne-photon 
spectrum_ SimiIarly, the second band. of the: UV- 
spectrum whicti has its maximum at 48OOB cm-‘, 
cannot be responsible for the strong two-photon 
absorption (e) observed in the same energy range, 
since the latter is related to a final state of symme- 
try A and not to a final state of symmetry B. 
The rest&s found for biphenyi are confirmed 
by the two-photon spectra of fhtorene. The TPES 
of fluorcne is very similar to that of biphenyl_ The 
First band system, however, exhibits’s somewhat 
better resolved fme structure_ The two-photon 
polarization again confii that c and d, as weli as 
the second band system starting at = 43000 cm-r. 
resuh from finaI states of symmetry A_ In spite of 
the fact that in the one-photon spectrum the maxi- 
mum’ of the A band is shifted - 2000 cm-r to 
lower energies compared to biphenyk the maxima 
c have nearly identical energges in both com- 
pounds- In addition to the two-photon pdariza- 
tion this a&ii that band c resuhs from an 
independent eIe&onic transition_ For ffuorene the 
O-O transition of the frrst band is clearly resolved 
and coincides with the O-O transition of the one- 
photon spectrum_ Agaia e. indicates B symmetry_ 
There is aIso a cIearly resolved maximum at the 
beginning of -structure-b, which coincides with a 
maximum in the .&e-photon speCt.n& The Q 
curve drops from = 13 to. = 1.0 eat the beginning 
of structure b ‘and shoti-a distinct inchnation at 
34700 cm-r, again indicating either a superposi- 
Gon of &&x0 tJ&&tio~-& $&&c coup&& :. :::<I::- 
-The experimenial information ob@i&d-from] 
our two-photon Spectra isinchrded in table-3.: .::(-I 
,_ -- ._ -. -_; _- 
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7: Discussion 
We noweompare the exp&imentaI findings dis- 
cussed in sections 5 and 6 with theoretical predict- 
ions -in order to establ-ish a consistent assi&&nt .- 
of the Ioiv-lying eiectronicahy excited states of the 
biphenyl ‘chromophore. The results ‘of the large 
number of calculations performed on biphenyl are 
similar, in spite of the- variety .of methods used. In 
particular, the relative oscillator strengths of: dif- 
ferent transitions & weII as the depcnde& of-the 
oscillator strengths &d -&citation energies on the 
twist angle Q are qualitatively the same in most 
calculations. Thus, the resuhs shown in tabIe 2 can 
be taken as an average example. The major areas 
in which the results of different cakuhttions de- 
viate are in the predicted orders of the states 
B,( -). Bb(-f-), 3A and B,,( -)-- Some calculations 
predict B,(-) at lower energ,& than Bb(-) 
[21-25,28,30,36] and others give the reversed order 
[27,29.31,35]. Ah caIcuIations inciuding DEC yieId 
the fit result (compare table 2) The most exten- 
sive theoretical investigation performed up to the 
present time is probably the one by Barahii et aI_ 
f36] who took into account up to triply excit.cd 
configurations (TEC) in a ~PPP-caIcuIation.~ The 
influenceof TEC on order and.energy separation 
of the low-lying excited states was found to be 
only minor. in this study- The main effect of the 
TEC is a considerable stabikzation of ah low-lying 
excited states with respect to the -ground state 
(GS). thus shifting the ~overestimated excitation 
energies of the SDCI caIcuIation back to the proper 
range_ 
The fmt two excited States of’planar or.nearIy 
~planar biphenyl have to be assigned Lb( i-) and 
Lb( -) since their experimentalIy established sym- 
metries -are Kg [71] andi B, 1673 respectiveIy_ 
Thus, the majority of caIcuIations (see refs. [21,26] 
fork-exceptions) .and even the simple exciton modeI 
yield the correct energetic order Lb(+) < Lb(_)_ 
The ‘calculated energy difference, howevizr, is usu- 
aUy less than haIf of .the -observed spfitting (74g -_- 
cm-’ in the crystal [67]; 571 cm-’ in an ~-on 
matrix [73D A change in the order of the first two 
excited sta:es with increasing twist an$e 0. as 
predicted eg in ref_ (311 and by our own calcula- 
tions (table 2) therefore should not be overesti- 
mated in its si~cance 
Several authors (37,40,73] argue about a rela- 
tiveIy steep potential of the lowest excited state 
with respect to *_ This argument is difficult to 
understand when we consider the nature of the 
lint two excited states [75] and the neatiy 0 inde- 
pendent excitation energges for L,,( i) + GS and 
Lb( -) + GS found in almost all cakxIations_ In 
addition, the assumption of a strongiy Q depen- 
deut potential for these states is not in agreement 
with the nearly unchanged position of the H-band 
in o- and o.o’-substituted biphenyls 
The results obtained from biphenyl embedded 
in n-heptane or p=on matrices confirm an un- 
changed order of Lb(t) and Lb(-) as well as 
little change in the energg of the first two excita- 
tions_ However, since it is not absolutely certain 
that the matrir results are indeed related to twisted 
couformations [73] such fedings do not yield an 
unambiguous proof_ 
When considered alone. our TPES of bipheny! 
do not provide new information on the order of 
the two lowest excited states in the twisted confor- 
mation, since we are unable to distinguish among 
B,. & and BJ transitions_ Our calculations (table 
2) predict Lb(-) + GS to he slightly two-photon 
allowed for Q = 30”_ This would allow an assign- 
mentofbandatoL,(-)+GSandofbandbto 
Lb(i) * GS in accordance with a reversed order 
of the fuJt two excited states_ Such an assignment_ 
however becomes uuhkely when we amsider the 
results obtained for fluorene As d&ussed previ- 
ously~ the fti excited state of fluorene is un- 
doubtedly I&_ Therefore, it must he assigned Lb(i) 
and not, as our calculations predict, Lb(-)_ The 
similarity of the positions and the intensity ratio of 
bands a and b in fluorene and biphenyl strongly 
susest that in biphenyl, too, band a must be 
assigned Lb(-) and that, in accordance with the 
matrix results, the order of the two Iouzst excited 
states in biphenyi does not change from phnar to 
tu-isted conformation- 
Aaxpting this assignment. structure b in the 
TPES of biphenyl must be the resttIc of vibronic 
coupling with the nearby A state responsible for 
band c (see helow)_ We cannot determine from our 
Iow-resoIution spectra. whether the coupling is 
stronger for Lb(t) of Lb( -), nor could this ques- 
tion be resolved from the high-resoIution spectra 
(71]_ In fluorene, structure b could result from 
Lb(-)+ GS since Lb(-) belongs to symmetry 
A,_ The maximum at 34800 cm-‘, however, lies at 
lower energies than the estimated O-O transition of 
L,( -) + GS (table 3). Since we were not able to 
confirm the pronounced minimum in 111 at 35700 
cm-’ observed by Drucker and McCIain 171, we 
assign the main body of structure b as vibrational 
structure belonging to Lb( +) c GS_ The drop in 
8 between 34000 and 35000 cm-’ indicates that 
some of the intensity in this energy range is due to 
vibronic coupling between Lb(i) and 3A,(L,( +))_ 
Above 35000 cm-‘, Lb( -) also may contribute to 
structure b but deftite assiguments cannot be 
made from our low-resolution spectra- 
The assignment of the A band to L,( -) - GS 
is well established and does not need further 
elaboration_ All calculations yield the experimen- 
tally observed high-energy shift uith increasing +_ 
The origin of the A band is still not known for 
either compound_ From the calculations, we csti- 
mate that the origin of the A band in planar 
biphenyl does not lie much more than 1000 cm-’ 
above the origin of the HZtransition 
The bands labeled c and d in the TPES of 
biphenyl and fluorene must result from excitations 
into f& states of symmetry A and Al. respec- 
tiveIy_ We assign both bands to L,( +) + GS The 
calculated two-photon cross section is -about ten 
times as large for this transition as for Lb(-)- 
GS_ In twisted biphenyl and in fl uorence the strong 
one-photon allowed transition L,( 7)~ GS be- 
comes slightly two-photon allowed but the calcu- 
lated two-photon cross sections are still very small 
Due to a possible vibronic coupling of this transi- 
tion with higher twophoton allowed .excitations 
we cannot excIude some contribution of L,( -) to 
the observed two-photon intensity_ The fact, how- 
exr, that bands c and d ado not show the same 
shift as the A band when we compare biphenyl 
and tluorene strongly confirms that the main part 
of the two-photon intensity in this region does not 
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result from L,( - j_ On the other han& L,( +) t 
GS will not be observable in the OPA spectrum 
because of the presence of the strong on&photon 
aBowed A band. L,( +) + GS is one-photon for- 
bidden in biphenyl even when twisted_ In fluorene 
it is basically .one-photonallowed, but the caku- 
lated oscillator strength is still very low. 
The cakulated excitation energy for L,( -f-)-c 
GS is =SooO cm-’ too hi& compared to the 
one-photon allowed transitions B,( -), B,( -), and 
L,(-i-)* GS. Inclusion of DEC yields a pro- 
nounced stabilization of L,( +) with respect to the 
other states (table 2). but this stabilization is not 
large enough to produce the experimentally ob- 
served energy separatious_ 
Above 45000 cm-’ the assizdment becomes 
somewhat more complicated since in this reggon 
the calculations predict different orders for the 
excited states_ Wi*b regard to the experimentally 
observed pokizations, the otdy possible assign- 
ment is Bb( -)- GS (short axis polarized) for 
band B and B,( -) * GS (long axis polarized) for 
band C Our calculations (table 2) predict nearIy 
the same energy for B,(-) and Bb(-) as long as 
only SEC are considered_ With inclusion of DEC 
B,( -) has a significantly lower energy than BJ -)? 
a result that is not acceptable in the light of the 
experimental findings_ 
In an earlier paper [24]. we had attributed the 
short axis polarization at the beginning of band B 
to Bb( +) - GS. This transition is one-photon for- 
bidden in planar biphenyl, however, it becomes 
weakIy one-photon allowed for twisted conforma- 
tions_ The same assignment has been derived inde- 
pendently by Edwards and Simpson [26J. In the 
light of the more recent experimental observations, 
this assignment becomes uncertain We know now 
that band B as a whole is short axis pohuizcd and 
thatitisakointcnscinthecrystalspectrum_This 
rules out a Bb( i-)+ GS assignment for band B. 
Even if B,(i) is really somewhat lower in energy 
than B,(-), as a number of calculations predict 
(compare eg the SC1 results in table 2), it cannot 
be detected by polarization mekurements It is 
impossible to observe a weak short axis polar&d 
transition hidden in the. low-energy tail of .an 
intense transition which is also short axis polarized, 
Two-photon spectroscopy also assists little in this 
case_ The calculated two-photon crosssection for 
B&+) c GS is so low that- there is very IittJe 
chance to observe this traikitiou The situation, 
however. is completely different in ffuorene Here 
B,,(.+) - GS ~becomes & and therefore it .is long 
axis pohuized_ The calculated oscillator strength is 
also considerably bigb due to the now possible 
mixing between Bb(+) and_ I&(-)_ All this con- 
forms well to an assignment of Bb( -6) + GS to the 
structure labelled X in the one-photon spectrum of 
fluorene- From the close analogy between fluorene 
and biphenyl, we conclude that in biphenyl Bb( +) 
- GS is hidden in the low-energy onset of the 
B-band. The structure labelled Ye in fluokne is 
then either the onset of the B-band or results from 
A,(E&+ GS_ The calculated f value for the 
latter transition is very low but vibronic coupling 
with the nearby B,( -) + GS could make it ob- 
servable in OPA_ 
The intense two-photon absorption starting at 
= 45500 cm-’ (band e) is undoubtedly due to 
A(E$+ GS. The cakulatcd two-photon cross 
sectxon is about one order of magnitude huger 
than for L,(t) + GS and about two orders of 
magnitude kqer than for Lb(+) + GS. This in- 
crease in twephoton cross sections is congruent 
with the suggestion that the two-photon intensity 
of the lower electronic transitions in biphenyl is 
mainly derived. from the two-photon allowed E, 
transition in benzene As discussed in section 4, 
the 3A, state of planar biphenyl is expected to 
have the highest parentage of benzene E, and 
indeed we fiid the highest experixnentd two-phe 
ton intensity for this state_ Small deviations from 
the ideal Da symmetry, as in twisted biphenyl cr 
in fluorene, which do not alter the nature of the 
different states greatly, do not seem to change tbis 
general pattern It would be interesting, however, 
to investigate how the situation changes in highly 
twisted biphenyk where the e&ton splitting be- 
tween B,( -) and B,(+) is strongly reduced [24]_ 
Due to the in creasing density of excited states 
in the calculated spectra, and due to the increasing 
uncertaiuty of the cakttlations with increg ex- 
citation energy- we do not attempt to ass&n the 
baucls observed in the OPA spectra above 5OfKKt 
cm-‘_ 
~8colldusion 
Combiniq the experimental information from 
one- and two-photon spec troscopy in a compara- 
tive study of biphenyl and fhtorene we assigned 
tight ekctronicaUy excited states in .thc ~cncrgy 
range below = 51QOO cm-t Tin both molec&s_ 
These are all the exited states predicted by a 
variety of semi-empirical cakulations for the Iow- 
energy range As in the case of stilbene, we found 
the second excited A respu5veIy A, state to ap- 
peztr at unexpectedly low energges_ Even with in- 
chxsion of doubly excited configurations the 
calculated energy is much too high compared to 
the other states_ These Eiidings illustrate how im- 
portant it is to search for these states experimen- 
tally when attempting to establish the order of the 
tow-lying dectronicahy excited states_ Such infor- 
mation is necessxy for the understanding of the 
photo-chemical and photo-physical properties of 
moLecuks_ 
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